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About This Content

The Mindcrack Deck is an expansion to SUPERFIGHT that adds over 90 new cards created by your favorite Mindcrack
streamers for all their fans. Now you can finally know who wins: Aureylian with a glorious beard, or Guude wearing a dinosaur

costume.

The Mindcrack Deck comes complete with new Achievements to unlock!

Once added to SUPERFIGHT, The Mindcrack Deck will be added to your Collection and can be selected when joining fights.
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Title: SUPERFIGHT - The Mindcrack Deck
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Pipeworks Studios
Publisher:
Pipeworks Studios
Release Date: 21 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 32-bit

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo E840, AMD Phenom II X2 550, 3.1GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GT, Radeon HD 4850, 512 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Additional Notes: SUPERFIGHT and microphone required.
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If i had better pc i would play it maybe all day... ;). Not worth it!. I bought this for my kids, but don't be fooled by appearences
this is a challenging Tower Defense game. I enjoyed it so much, that I played it through twice. There isn't "One Way" to win.
Often there are different strategies of tower placement that will lead to vicotry. The sound effects are good and don't become
irritating level after level. The same can be said for the music. I picked this up on sale and am I glad I did. Now if I could only
convince my kids to play that game.... Good game, can get extremely addicting when playing in horror mode and having to
optimize your gear, choose your skills and attacks wisely just to push onwards as it can get pretty tough. The story was decent
and the characters were rather enjoyable. I have very little compaints save a few.

1: the game lacking an option to auto advance conversations without player input.
2: Its difficulty spikes in Horror mode (requires some grind) Especially going into end game content.
3: A plethora of useless skills that are simply fillers and meaningless to aquire.

Last but not least the harem like feel in that all characters like the same person just because. Its a super lame trend imo and why
alot of anime titles just dont appeal to me. Other then that its a pretty solid game, would recommend.. The game is addicting..
Worst game ever...so boring, not fun, not worth spending money on at all!!!
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The mouse sensitivity is way out of whack. I could never figure out get out of the cabin in the beginning, so I could never
progress more than a few minutes of gameplay (read: running around in circles in two rooms) at a time.

Go read the creepypastas and don't waste your money here. I've only kept this piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥in order to waste time and get
the trading cards, and it's not even worth them.. Awesome!! I wasn't expecting this much for the price, it was a nice surprise, I
loved the style and game mechanics, simple yet addictive, recommendable for all ages!. Interesting story and characters.. It's
refreshing to have this angle of gameplay in the long-running Serious Sam series.
Normally an FPS, this game changes it's form to that of a twin-stick shooter.

If you know Serious Sam you will know that while he himself is as serious as can be, the game he inhabits is not.
It is downright maniacal and balls to the walls insane. You never get a break from shooting. You never wash the guts off your
face. You learn to like the taste of guts. Eat them for breakfast. Snacks. Hide them in your lunchbox. AND LIKE IT. YUM.

Coolest thing about this game - GUN STACK. You can literally stack your guns, any and all guns, on top of each other.
A shotgun on top of a chainsaw with a laser gun underneath a grenade launcher? YES PLEASE.
What about a shotgun underneath an assault rifle that's on top of a swarm gun that is underneath a plasma rifle?

KILL OR BE KILLED.

8\/10. Yes this train is great. Had fun playing Beauty Bounce as I did Beach Bounce.

I enjoyed the characters, music, BG, and the story. I still like Yuki as she is just cool. I believe all the music is the same as
Beach Bounce. I'm not sure about this as it's been awhile since I've played Beach Bounce. Regardless even if the music is the
same as Beach Bounce I like the music a lot:)

Seeing the picture with the closed resort was sad:( I also really liked the picture with Emiko and Tomo dancing together. The
picture was very nice:)

Hehe the harem ending I enjoyed a lot;) Tomo was definetly having fun in the harem ending;)

Plus there is a patch so make sure u download the patch to play the adult content;)

Quite honestly the only problem I have with this VN is that it was short:( I wish it was longer because everything in my opinion
felt rushed. We have three new characters but I feel like I don't know them well. I enjoyed the pagent part but it was very rushed
segment:( I wish we somehow dragged Sakura to join the pagent. Would of been interesting to see Sakura join the pagent

Overall I had fun playing Beauty Bounce. I wish Beauty Bounce was longer and not a short VN.

. I figured I'd give this game a shot:

My impuse buy gamble paid off this time!

Its a akin to some of the older snes rpgs but without the constant grind. Plus playing til 2am is a surefire gaming seal of approval
by my standards. Your inner collector will be compelled to find orbs everywhere.
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